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AnswerALL questions

PART-A (10x2=20Marks)

1. What is XML ?

2. What is XML Document Prolog ?

3. What is DOM ? List the DOM interfaces.

4. Listthe disadvantages of SAX.

5. List any four characteristics of Contemporary SOA.

6. What are fundamental parts of SOA framework ?

7. What is UDDI ?

8. List any four pitfalls of SOA. 
rurur.reccntquesrion 
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9. What is service modeling process ?

10. Write any four attributes of invoke'element of BPEL.

PART-B (5x16=E0Marks)

11. a) What is anXML namespace ? Elaborate the differenttypes of XML namespaces
with an example for each. (16)

(oR)

b) How )(ML schema helps in structuring an )OVIL document ? Explain XI\4L schema
types with an example. (16)
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Examine DOM parsing for a "purchase order" xml frle that contains bill to and
send to warehouse details provided as XML schema with DocBuilder Output. (f G)

(oR)

Examine SAX parsing for invoicing a customer's order XML file.

Illustrate the functionalities of Application Service Layer in terms of utility
service and. wrapper service.

12. a)

b)

13. a)

(16)

(16)

b)

L4. a)

b)

15. a)

(oR) r${v{ . rcccntquestion 
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How Orchestration senrice layer works to link process logic to service interaction
within the workflow logic ? Explain. (16)

Show the WSDL d.ocument consisting of abstract and. concrete parts that
collectively describe a service endpoint. (16)

(oR)

How the challenge of coord.inating messages in accomplished by Message
exchange patterns ? (16)

Classifu service model logic as service operation candidates and service
candidates with basic building block activities.

(oR)

b) Demonstrate WS-security framework in terms of the 'security' element with
an example. (16)

(16)


